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1 x I don’t like the 6 month pass idea. I would rather pay a little more for a 12 month pass. In addition if you are 

marketing to the snow birds maybe you could offer both??  I live here year round and it’s just to much to 

keep up with to go to a 6 month pass. I strongly disagree with that. As far as funding - I don’t mind where my 

funds go as long as the pass stays affordable - maricopa county in my opinion should fund some of the cost. 

2 x Annual pass interest depends on the pricing and perceived value of the pass. In my opinion the current 

annual pass fee is not a good value because I only consider the park useable for about 4-5 months per year - 

too hot at other times 

3 x Survey is crap! 

 It's fixed and makes me pick all when I only wish to pick one option!

4 x Nonresidents of Maricopa County should pay higher fees for entrance and especially camping than 

residents.  Residents already pay Maricopa county property taxes and should get a break on 

entrance/camping fees.  The reservation fee is too expensive!  Perhaps you should offer an annual or 

semiannual camping pass to County residents only.

5 x Everyone who lives in Maricopa county should pay a portion for the parks as they enjoy the wide open views 

as they drive past even if they don't use them.  Users of the park should also pay a fee, but not the entire 

portion as we all benefit from these parks.

6 x It seems as though the rate for camping went from 25 to 30 not so long ago. Arizona state parks are still 25, 

and New Mexico state parks are 14. It seems as though Maricopa County should try to encourage visitors 

from other states, like myself. Tourists help the local economy immensely.

7 x The county should fun a portion of the parks.  The parks bring in a lot people (locals and non-locals) and 

should be funded as an investment in the county.

8 x Eliminate watercraft (boat) fee

9 x Would love to see an expansion of veteran discounts at least for licenses. 

10 x Really enjoy hiking here. I have had an annual pass for 8 years.

11 x Thank you for taking such good care of the parks. I have thoroughly enjoyed the White Tanks!

12 x Prices are going up every where so you probable need to increase the prices.. I am just afraid people will not 

be able to afford to come to the park.  I have four kids and I cant afford it anymore

13 x Perhaps you should consider higher use fees for non-Maricopa county residents.  (I am not a resident of 

Maricopa country.)

14 x This survey is misleading...the assumption is the county parks are managing the existing user fees 

appropriately...how do we know?

15 x I would love to see a six month pass become available. The only reason I haven't bought an annual pass is 

because I can't justify the hot months I would not be using the pass.

16 x The current charge for camping per day is typical of charges all across the U.S. If camping costs are raised, 

we hope that it would only be a minimum increase of $2 or $3.

17 x No comments on the archery side of the park?

18 x The current spur cross fee is amazing deal $10 for 5 years or something like that - but sad as I feel that you 

should and could charge more for such a wonderful place

19 x What is an equestrian, bike or walk pass? I appreciate having a person to collect the fees at the entrance.  

It's hard when you are supposed to buy in advance.  Have you thought about putting in a system like 

unmanned parking garages use?  

20 x most fees are fine, camping fees are a bit excessive for tent camping.

21 x x The $6.00 fee is good enough and I also think that the state should help with funding as not just residents of 

Maricopa county use this park. I also think that us Veterans should be able to get a discount. Also think that 

the underprivleged should get a discount if they are receiving state aid, they too deserve to enjoy our parks. 

22 x Hi!  I would like the park to consider renewing a park pass online rather than try to renew at the discovery 

center.  Hours of operation to renew the pass are inconvenient and conducting business online would be 

efficient.     



23 x We are retired and on a fixed income. Social security increases would not cover any increase in fees. 

Walking/hiking is our only exercise. Using the trails at the White Tank Mountains is one of our main reasons 

for moving to the Surprise/Waddell area.

24 x I like to be able to hike places for free. It is inhibits me from going and inviting family members who have 

children and limited resources. I would like to be able to hike something like Usery Park without a fee. 

25 x If the fees go up I think park use will go dwindle. As it is many of the programs are not widely attended. 

Sometimes it appears there are more park employees at the park than visitors. Who then is the park 

supporting, the county residents or visitors or is is just providing an employee a paid government job with the 

rising fees?

26 x This survey is seriously flawed. I tried using Chrome and Internet Explorer and found that unless you chose 

strongly agree, the response will not allow only one answer to be recorded. 

27 x The fee is not justified if check in is not until 1pm and check out is at noon. If the check in time and check out 

times were more reasonable, I wouldn't have any problem paying the fees. Camping always starts early in 

the morning. Why would someone want to start in the afternoon sometimes during the hottest part of the 

day? setting up just to go to sleep? then leave the next day without really doing anything else? I would rather 

pay a dollar per hour because i feel like im getting ripped off paying for 23 hrs of camping time when 6-8 of it 

will be sleeping and 2 of it will be setting up and 1 of it traveling from activity to activity (if I even had time to 

do that). So half the time i would be there, im paying for nothing. if it was a 6am check in time and a 6pm 

check out time, i would feel that is fair.

28 x I feel the cost should be shared between the park users and funds from Maricopa County.

29 x Maricopa County gains from the traffic to these parks. The businesses in the area gain from that traffic as 

well. 

30 x None

31 x Raise taxes and keep parks free

32 x I think the daily use should be kept at a minimum but could go up a bit.

33 x taking credit/debit cards at entrance or lot would increase my usage

34 x My family loves this place! We don't go as often as we'd like but it's always a great time when we do. Our 

daughter has volunteered at the library for a couple of summer's now and it's really been a great experience 

for her. Keep up the great work!

35 x Camping fees are high enough.

36 x Entrance costs should go up with inflation, it is only fair. 

 

However, it would be a disservice to the daytime users to make them pay significantly more only for the 

benefit of campers.

37 x As a Maricopa County tax payer I find being charged a fee, double taxation.  That said, I also find my <60 

min use of a trail in Usery Pass costing $6 or the cost of an annual fee somewhat extreme.  I only use Usery 

Pass however I can go to South Mountain for free.  They are both the same distance from my house.  I see 

no use in going to the West Valley for their parks.  Therefore I'm paying for use of one park <60 mins about 

30 times a year.  I have never needed to use any facility.

38 x I am new to the county, however, I have enjoyed the parks that I have visited.  I would highly recommend 

that the county help fund these parts and keep customer cost as low as possible.  While the customer fees 

can help maintain the parks, expansion and upgrades should be a shared cost. 

39 x I don't mind paying the fee. the Cave creek regional park is amazing and worth it. make it easier for me to 

pay. and more options. 

40 x The fees seem to be good where they are at  just need to get a little more promoting to get more people 

there I didn't even know about it until last year and I moved here almost 10 years ago

41 x The parks are our's.  We shouldn't have to pay to use them.

42 x I think out of state visitors should pay more than in-state residents. This is what happens in other states with 

thier parks and recreational facilities. Our taxes support roads, etc., while all of these part-time residents use 

and sometimes exploit our resources. Maricopa county, especially residents of Arizona should have lower 

fees into any state or country parks in Arizona.



43 x a six month pass will likely only be used by winter visitors, keep the 12 month pass.  Raising fees will be 

restrictive for families and young adults.  The Department should do something to lesson the impact of winter 

visitors dominating the cooler months at campsites.  Year round Maricopa County residents should have 

greater priority for camp reservations.

44 x none

45 x The county residents should be fiscally responsible for paying for the park system. 10% is a exceedingly low 

amount. But in prespective the county's and school districts ability to misappropriate funding needs to be 

taken in to account. In other words when a prop 123 increase is passed for increasing teacher's salaries at a 

tune is 3.2 billion dollars. The district gives the teachers a 1% increase and misappropriates the rest to 

improve buildings. That is an abuse of power and those who administer the moneys should be removed from 

office all the way up. So to finalize I think the park funding should go  up by 5% but monitoring of the so 

should be handled by someone outside the government. As they can not be trusted.

46 x i filled the survey out to support a 6 month pass. We are basically paying $85 to hike 6 months from Oct-May

47 x Please try to keep fees as low as possible.  Many people who would like to use the parks are on fixed 

income or just don't have enough money to cover entrance fees.

48 x Camping for $30 per night is appropriate since there are no sewer hookups at each rv site, so prices should 

not be raised.

49 x Charging a daily fee for kayak or canoe use is out of line as these are manpowered and totally different than 

boats with and engine. A one time fee upon entrance is understandable but daily??!!!

50 x When considering increasing fees you should also consider a weekly rate.  There are many people staying 

14 days and would be more cost effective and promote park/camping use. 

51 x It's not about price increases, it's about learning how to spend the money. The more it costs to get in, the 

less people will go, in turn, increase will not make more money. Everything is paid in taxes, it is not the tax 

payers fault that the funds are not being allocated properly. I for one will not go to Maricopa County Parks if 

the fees continue to go up. It is not worth paying more just to hike some small trails.

52 x appears your program is malfunctioning as I CANNOT select one answer without the others Highligting as 

well

53 x I love the 6-month pass for part-time residents, people who can't stand the heat, etc.

54 x None

55 x Considering how much money Maricopa can find to pay for Joe Arpaio's lawsuits, why do residents have to 

continually dig deeper to use things like our parks. Maricopa raises my property taxes - why doesn't that go 

to support the parks? I'm just tired of the easiest answer to fund shortage to be "pass it on to the 

consumers." I use Estrella Mountain park, but only when there's an event going on. Otherwise, the $5 fee to 

use it isn't worth it given the vast amount of free hiking or biking trails in the area. $5 isn't bad, but I don't get 

that much for it. If it were more, I'd likely not use the park at all. Don't mean to rain on your parade, but I pay 

taxes in Maricopa county to fund things like parks. Why should I have to pay again? Stop making the end 

user responsible for everything.

56 x I value our county parks and am happy to pay for their use.  The annual pass is great deal for residents and 

the seasonal use pass will encourage our winter visitors.  I would love for the parks to be so popular that they 

are self sufficient but feel that Maricopa County should be responsible to supplement park costs to keep 

entrance fees at an accessible amount.

57 x Fees should be kept reasonable but also strive to cover park costs.

58 x Your yearly pass is high compared to other states.  Especially for the amount of parks.  I disagree with non-

motorized launch fees if you don't use the launch.

59 x x I believe the park daily use fee is fair.  I'd like to see the developed camping fee reduced but not if it causes 

the sites to flooded with people.  An expansion of developed camping area would be very nice.

60 x Keep the entrance and other fees as low as possible to encourage more people to get outside and be active.  

Too often fee increases are large jumps. 

If there need to be increases, maybe a dollar or two per visit.  It would mean more funds but less impact on 

visitors.



61 x x We come to Usery to camp.  Unfortunately, the pass would not cover camping...so it would not be something 

we are interested in.  Keeping the fees as low as possible would allow people the opportunity to camp longer 

and more often.  Raising the fees will encourage people to do more backwoods camping at no charge.  If the 

fees become cost prohibitive, others will not visit for day use purposes either.  Please give us a place to go 

that is affordable.  There are enough fees with the online fees and cancellation fees, etc.  Thank you.

62 x User fees are commonplace these days. Consider, as I know you will, those on fixed incomes. The 55+ 

retired folks could pay a modest fee increase while those under 55 and employed could pay a slightly larger 

increase. Make sense?

63 x Open Joe Foss I would like to run the facility...I would like to be contacted. Bigbsergott@gmail.com and 

further Ideas I have for the facility and its future are great ideas that buy implementing them will raise 

revenue to run the facility. Thank You, Brian Sergott

64 x A combination of funding from Maricopa County and user fees would be a great way to augment the income 

needed to cover costs.  Give us the ability to buy annual passes would be great. If you can figure out a way 

to filter a sliding scale for the passes for low income/non profit groups usage that should help to keep a low 

cost for those that need it.  

65 x Fees were just increased two years ago. 

66 x Many of us who use the camping feature of the park are retirees living on a fixed income.  If the fees 

increase too much, we will be priced out.

67 x The amount of the fees should balance the need to properly maintain the parks with an appreciation for 

keeping fees reasonable to encourage use by all age/income groups. As a result, some percentage of 

general fund support is appropriate.  This is an awesome park system and an amazing public asset. Please 

keep up the good work!

68 x I really enjoy the County Parks and appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback!  

Thank You!

69 x Funding from the County General Fund should be increased. If the rationale for increasing user fees can be 

justified (I.e., they can show what the increased revenue will be used on, and demonstrate the actual need 

for increased revenue, then increasing user fees is a non issue). It goes without saying that user fees should 

be adjusted for inflation, but so must the 10% contribution from the General Fund. 

70 x My husband and I are 78 year old seniors who are in Arizona for slightly less than 4 months.  A significant 

increase would severly affect us as I have had health problems and cannot use as much of the trail system 

as I used to and we are on a mostly fixed income.

71 x I view paying a fee as a way for people to see they have a part in keeping up the parks. When they are free, 

the parks get trashed, but when people have ‘skin involved’ they will take better care of them. 

72 x Trash is always a problem in parks. Folks that don't respect our beautiful outdoors are to blame. Some 

places are worse than others. Maybe a volunteer project to issue medium sized trash bags for campers, 

fishing & boating enthusiasts, and hikers with ample trash receptacles in parking lots, trail heads, roadways. 

People might be more inclined to bring out more than they take in.

73 x If you raise the annual pass amount too much I will find other places to go.

74 x Cannot click on one star..they all turn green???

75 x For widespread equipment upgrades, alternatives to fee increases, such as a temporary tax levy or private 

funding, should be pursued.

76 x x We stay every month from October-March at either White Tanks or Lake Pleasant in our RV. We love 

staying there and would not have have problem staying there if Sewage was added to the hookups. If that 

didn't happen I don't think you should raise the prices. I know in the winter time the camp hosts do all the 

work for free. Also, the State Parks are cheaper than the county parks.

77 x The fees are already high enough that we don't use the parks nearly as much as the surrounding National 

Forest Land which we can access totally free.  Raising the fees would probably prevent our family from 

coming at all.

78 x Just waiting for Joe Foss to reopen. Hope you find someone to operate it soon!



79 x I don't understand where ask these costs come from. A minor entrence fee is barely exceptable, state parks 

should be freely accessible to all. Therefore encouraging local use as well as as tourism and should be 

accessible to lower income families as an outlet for family trips frequently. Not nicol nickel and dime as with 

any other source of family fun. Parks being only needing light maintenance that would increase proportional 

to traffic a small fee would be fine.

80 x Park operations and maintenance costs should be joint between users and County. 

81 x Would like to see fees used for creation of new trails or increase in community outreach activities to support 

trail building. 

82 x x I came in 1 hour 45 minutes early for a camping spot I reserved and paid  $98 for and was asked to shell out 

an additional $6 to enter the park!  

Why don't we charge anyone from out of state more to camp as a resident of AZ since 1955 I find all the 

campsites filled up with visitors! Have them pay for some of the costs!

83 x In today's cashless payments world I'm usually not always likely to carry cash, and don't expect parks to 

have fees usually. So alternative payments or no payment for first first visit might be nice. 

84 x x Keep the fees down for more use or larger discount for annual pass. Don't waste money for showers or other 

unnecessary luxury's that have a cost to continually maintain.

85 x Limiting access leads to increased costs I believe because of additional fencing and labor costs. I agree 

however with limiting access when people are not taking care of areas. Especially littering and dumping. I 

have often seen people leave trash, have fires and glass bottles in areas that they are not allowed. Often 

times there is limited or no information on who you can contact for violations in such cases. I often 4wd my 

truck, do some target shooting, lots of camping and a little fishing and hunting. 

86 x x Camping fees should be kept as low as you can afford.  Camp hosts do not get paid and they do the 

bathroom cleaning.

87 x When is Joe Foss Shooting Range going to reopen? 

 

Shame to let an excellent facility like that sit idle as far as public use.  I'm pretty sure some of my taxes paid 

for it, so I would like use of it.

88 x additionally you should offer senior( 60+) discounts and residential discounts.

89 x Current fees for San tan regional park are outrageous. If they offered a 6month for half the price it would 

make sense. 

90 x Keep up the interesting, informative and fun programs!

91 x I just don’t go hiking as often as I should to want to buy an annual pass

92 x Maricopa county is taking public land, putting a fence and gate around it, and charging people a relatively 

large amount for the privilege of accessing their own public lands.  Stmrp is a perfect example of this abuse.  

I don't want or use any park services besides the trails, yet I have to pay 85 a year just to set foot on the 

mountain!

93 x We enjoy hiking in the San Tan Regional park and wished we lived closer. 

94 x x  I always buy an Annual Pass and use the parks year round. The entry fee at some parks, like McDowell are 

a good value because the trails and facilities are maintained. San Tan does not get the same support and 

the trails are in very poor condition for the number of users that frequent the park. The Trail crew that 

designed the McDowell Trails need to visit San Tan and reroute some of the trails to make it a better park. 

Also having some MBAA type races there might help with the funding and the trail maintenance.

95 x SanTan regional park is one of the few who enforce the entry fees. The McDowell park gate isn't staffed all 

the time and there are many entry points in other parks that aren't enforced so many fees go uncollected. 

96 x There is no maintenance on the trails I ride. I don't park in the park. I ride in on my horse. A lot of people 

don't utilize Cave Creek Regional park due to fees. For tail use, should be NO FEES.

97 x We strongly disagree that camping fees increase! 30.00 for water and electric is up there in price. 

98 x I feel fine with paying a little more to help with the rising costs, as I love the parks and want to support the 

parks and rec system. However, if prices get too steep, it discourages people from visiting these areas if 

there are larger nearby destinations with similar costs.

99 x More backcountry hiking to historical & archaeological sites at the regional parks should be offered & a fee to 

reserve those hikes would be another means of income to assist with costs.



100 x x I use the campgrounds and am from out of state.  $30 per night is the limit I can pay.

101 x x I don't think increasing fees is the answer.  The one thing I never understood is why is there an $8 

reservation fee for camping?  Seems strange to me you have this, and now want to raise prices to get into 

the campgrounds?

102 x Please continue to advocate for increased PARK funding from Maricopa County.  Consider Bonding for 

improvements and enhancements to these valuable spaces.  USER Fees and Contract Operator 

Agreements are OK, but CAN NOT supplant the infrastructure improvements necessary for the Park System.  

103 x I think also a little more enforcement of paying the fee might help as well. Visiting the Spur Cross Ranch 

Conservation Area everyone easily ignored the pay station. 

104 x Love the 6 month pass idea

105 x It's frustrating to see all of the users on the north side, unmanned entrance who park on the street and or in 

the lot that don't pay. Especially with all of the bikers who ride up and get on the trails without paying. I buy 

an annual pass and use it regularly. 

106 x x I would like to see a discount for county residents.  We enjoy camping at the parks but find it frustrating that 

out of towners pay the same rates and take up the majority of the spots.  Discount for county residents and 

spots reserved for county residents only

107 x Fee increase but offer better or more frequently checked bathrooms and facilities 

108 x x Love the parks but the cost keeps me away most weekends 

109 x N/a

110 x Camping fees are too high now. If they are raised we will be forced to camp elsewhere.

111 x x I would love to see a six month pass become available. The only reason I haven't bought an annual pass is 

because I can't justify the hot months I would not be using the pass.

112 x x As a single mom, we use the parks frequently. If the cost becomes too much we won't be able to enjoy our 

parks. Please think of those of us on a budget. The national parks annual pass is equal to the current annual 

pass. 

113 x It's an excellent park, that my family and I enjoy a few times each month. Keep up the great work.

114 x Please expand trail considerations for Mountain Bikes. Specific trails may offer an opportunity to increase 

entrance for perhaps biking specific use passes.

115 x If we all love are parks we should support are parks to help to keep them up and running

116 x How much are they going up?

117 x x Need an iron ranger on the East end of Estrella Mnt. Regional Park

118 x x The entrance fees should pay for the parking lot maintenance and the restrooms. The other non-critical 

amenities, like visitor centers and educational features should be funded by the county or donations. 

The bike/walk seasonal pass does not make sense. Where would you hang the pass?

119 x x The park should be funded by Maricopa county as well as by whatever fees they collect. The parks, 

especially Estrella are an important part of our valley and of historic significance to many people.  

I also suggest a fund raiser at the park to help.

120 x 6 month pass a great idea for seasonal visitors

121 x 6- month ( or 7 or 8) pass is very good idea. 

122 x You should request funding from the lottery $ in order to keep from increasing fees to use state parks & 

recreation areas.  I'm sure whatever entities receiving lottery funds will be willing to share the pot with your 

department. 

123 x The entry fees are already too high,

124 x Please keep special event fees down. Groups I am involved with hold several throughout the year. We clean 

up, maintain trails and the park system gets the benefit of added day use revenues from participants. 

125 x Camping fees at $30 are already high.

126 x Snowbirds, or winter residents, who park for long periods of time in our parks, rendering parking unavailable 

to year round residents should pay a premium fee. 

127 x These's are Maricopa County's Parks....And should reflex what we are Proud Of...the Best Parks in 

Arizona....This way People will come and see are Parks and Stay and Visit....Sometimes it not about the 

Cost....Its getting People in to Visit Them.....Thank You



128 x Inflation seems to be affecting everything but people's income. More and more activites are becoming too 

expensive. I hope that our parks don't join that list.

129 x To raise park entrance fees is poor business ethics, compare yourself to all the competition around including 

City parks. Get some grants etc. 

130 x x x I really enjoy our parks, but I believe it would be nice to have them FREE to all hikers and bicyclists. Fee's for 

horses, ATV's, Camping, RV's sound good. Get more funding for the parks via sales tax or something. We 

should encourage families and adults to go hike (make it free) and enjoy our parks. I don't like having to 

spend $7 to go hike for 2 hours. 

131 x There should be no fee to go to a public park. It keeps people from wanting to go. 

132 x Mone

133 x County must continue to support tremendous value of those parks for the maximum of people to enjoy. I hold 

an annual pass for multi use (bike/hike) 

134 x I use Usery, McDowell, San Tan and White Tanks very often for bicycle use.  I race there.  My kids race 

there.  We purchased an annual pass.

135 x Great parks keep up the great work

136 x I don't mind paying to drive my car into a park but, I feel that bikes should not have to pay. By riding your 

bike to the park instead of driving, you have a much lower impact on the park and have even provided a 

benefit by not using a car which takes up parking space, uses fuel and causes traffic/ pollution.

137 x x For me, the issue is: Non-resident snowbirds who take up all the camping areas all winter should pay double 

or more what a resident pays. As a resident, I can't even get a campsite for the entire winter, they are all 

reserved by snowbirds who don't pay taxes in Arizona like I do. Get the snowbirds to foot the increase. 

Despite they can "only camp for 2 weeks" rule, their tricks are: just move to another campsite in the SAME 

campground, or Reserve another campsite in the spouse/ friend name.

138 x x I don't think a users would NOT buy an annual pass if the rate went up by say $5. Or if a day pass increased 

by $0.50. The park is an incredible value and I think if people know their dollars go directly to maintain and 

improve the park they are happy to pay. Perhaps a sign such as that at the front gate when the rangers are 

not there would encourage those who drive in without paying to contribute.

139 x x I was member #640 (now 105,000,000 or some stupid number) and fees have gone up every year but the 

parks remain the same. I love using the parks but there are also a large number of volunteers that keep 

costs down. Fees don't have to go up every year; agencies need to do a better job at managing costs and 

not just passing it along to the consumer because it's easier. Think WIN-WIN

140 x I would like an equestrian pass...I would volunteer to help with trail maintenance to keep costs low. 

141 x x x x For quite a few years I had purchased an annual Parks pass and did not renew it this year (2017) due to the 

increase from the prior year.  I enjoy and do like the White Tanks but the annual fees were getting too high.   

I would seek additional monies from Maricopa County OR require local developers to kick in monies to 

support the park OR have special events that you charge for. 

 

I would camp at the White Tanks but your camping fees are too high too. 

 

I hike and ride my mule at the White Tanks but with the opening of Skyline Regional Park in Buckeye I've 

been going there (they don't charge). 

 

If you guys need volunteers to maintain trails or something please announce it, if you do do it more publically 

as I and others would definitely donate our time.

142 x x I get a yearly pass at Usery park every january. To my disappointment I found I STILL have to pay 30 bucks 

a night to spend the night, even in a tent! Already the costs are too high. I can camp at Bulldog canyon for 

free but pay out too much at Usery park just to spend 1 night. In Oklahoma the parks are all FREE. WHY are 

they so costly here???

143 x Entrance fee should be kept at a minimum  to encourage the use of the regional parks. A lot of the families 

who use the regional parks are low income families and increasing the fee will prevent them to visit the parks 

more frequently. 



144 x Fees should become obsolete since most users already pay a maricopa tax that is used to fund the parks. 

Paying an additional fee is not worth it for most people so they will avoid the area. 

145 x x x I cannot use the parks as I would like due to fees. The parks should be provided through Taxes! Should be 

open to taxpayers. If people get out of paying taxes then they should not have privilege of park use. 

I am widow 82 y/o on predominantly SS & have always enjoyed outdoors, but cannot afford charges now. I 

lived on Ft. Apache Res. Working 13 1/2 yrs. & loved  the White Mountains. Now I am restricted in the valley. 

I do do volunteer service for U.S. Forest Service when can, & Nat'l Park Service. I would like to do more & for 

county parks also. Have had no luck so far. 

146 x x x County support is needed - campers can no longer afford the daily entry rates plus the $8.  So many 

campers are retired on fixed incomes and can't keep paying more for camping.  Snowbirds can afford to 

travel here from far away states so why not charge them more per day and let AZ residents pay less.  I camp 

fewer days at Maricopa County parks and do more dispersed camping that is free in the national forests.

147 x Please make it more convenient to purchase annual passes (i.e. Online purchase).

148 x Entrance fees already too high.

149 x x I love the parks and buy a yearly pass each year. I think adding options for semi annual and bike/walk-

in/equestrian would be a great idea, even if they aren’t useful to me.

150 x Something needs to be done about people who book 2 weeks, then move to another site and stay 2 weeks 

and then move to another site. Need to limit time per month in a park to allow more people to use them.

151 x Many of the parks such as Spur Cross have no facilities to speak of including a full time ranger so what are 

you spending our money on?

152 x I've had an annual park pass for at least 8 years.

153 x x x Money should come from the county AND visitor fees.  Boaters should see an increase in fees as well.  

Entrance fees should not be kept artificially low to encourage visitation, however maybe you could offer an 

occasional fee free day for day users (ie. Hikers & picknickers).  A short term pass would be nice, however I 

think it may cause a decrease in your entrance fee revenues which would probably hurt the parks 

dept...maybe you could sell a limited number of them every year or something?  I m not sure I understand 

question #7, but I think that you probably shouldn't start making different types of passes b/c than every user 

type  will want their own special category of pass and you don't want to open that can of worms. 

154 x Is this for neighborhood parks as well. Or just the larger city parks?

155 x Park fees are to high for families 

156 x Don't go to any of these places because I'm broke and they cost too much

157 x None.

158 x I only take my kids to play in the river once and then once again on a fall day because of the daily cost. If 

there was an annual pass or 6 month pass I would be interested if it was equal to 3 or 4 visits or less at the 

current day pass price. 

159 x Your fees are a bargain and we would not hesitate to pay a significant percentage increase.

160 x More signs need to be put up at the parks encouraging people to pick up their own trash and to not throw 

trash in the rest rooms. Fine those who trash the parks to raise money. Let people report people if they have 

photos or video of a person and get plate number. Put this on a sign that people can report people if seen 

trashing the parks.

161 x All the extra monies must go to the parks for operating expenses nothing siphoned off for anything else. Also 

the current budgets shouldn't be reduced 

162 x A six month bike one would be more reasonable since it is a long ride to the park from most any residence or 

lodging. 

163 x I do not agree that the season pass should be increased!  85.00 is plenty! 

164 x Park fees are already out of control. An increase would keep me away from visiting the parks

165 x x x My family and I love visiting the parks and will continue to do so provided the increase isn't too high. I think a 

6 month pass is a great idea also as long as its cheaper than the current pass.

166 x We visit from Oregon and I resent getting charged for having kayaks on the car. Should just charge a launch 

fee!  Sometimes I don't take them off the car. 



167 x I am all for reasonable fees as long as those fees are used ONLY for the Parks. Trail maintenance, parking 

lot, bathroom, employee salaries of non-supervisory staff, education, programs... I do not support funds 

going into the general fund which can then we used at the Counties discretion.  I fully support a lockbox bill 

to keep and maintain the parks.

168 x N/A

169 x x The current fee is way too much now, which doesn't even include spouse. Monthly camping rates are 

astronomical now.Leave all alone.

170 x x I believe that the cost of park maintenance and operation should be a joint effort between the state, county 

and the users of the parks.  I can afford a small increase in the park fee's and believe that you should on 

occasion raise the fee's but only to a continuously affordable price to the public. I would support your 

decision to increase the fee's under those conditions as I enjoy using the parks and have always appreciated 

the cleanliness of White Tanks.

171 x x x $6 fee is reasonable.  I understand the need for the occasional small increase.  I might be interested in an 

annual or seasonal pass.

172 x x I have bought a season pass for several years and lile the value.  I would not like to see an increase.   I 

would rather see better enforcement of the rule so everyone pays their share and that would help balance 

the shortages. 

 ALSO I WANT THE GUY THAT RUNS THE HORSE RIDING BUSINESS AT THE SAN TAN PARK BARRED 

OR ALEAST GIVEN A RESTRICTED TRAIL AWAY FROM THE MAIN PUBLIC TRAILS.  HE HAS 

THREATEN ME WITH BODILY HARM.   I PAY TO USE THE PARK AND HAVEN'T BEEN GOING DUE TO 

THIS PERSON.  

173 x x Another idea is to have fees broken down by resident/non-resident where non-residents pay a higher fee.  

Also, I'd be interested in purchasing seasonal/annual passes that have benefits associated with camping.  

Thanks for listening!

174 x The White Tanks are a desert hill that somebody decided that bilking people of money was a good idea... 

This park is NOT WORTH  $6 let alone a usage rate increase....  I wont even spend $6 to enter.  

175 x Unclear on question 8--I do now get and will continue to get an annual pass--I'm taking question 8 literally 

that you mean people wanting an annual pass who do not drive in?

176 x Camping fees are too high now.  Last time I checked, tent campers had to pay the same as someone with a 

big RV who ran their A/C all the time.  And make the tent spaces for tents; if they want to park their RVs, no 

generators. If they can't live without electricity they can pay for it or stay home.

177 x I don't think your survey is working properly. If you pick one answered it highlights 3

178 x x This has to have a public forum,this is to broad a base for real input for cost Vs. benefit. I sure as Hell don't 

need more tax assessment on my home for a park I...May use. How about a part of the sales tax goes to this 

fund ?

179 x Whatever it takes to keep the parks.....

180 x We're seniors and only use the parks 2-4 times per year.  So if you increase for the year, please offer the 6 

months alternate.

181 x x We enjoy Lake Pleasant Regional Park 5 or 6 times per year. The fees are reasonable and operating funds 

should be divided between Maricopa County tax revenue and user fees. I am willing to pay increased entry 

fees to maintain the parks and upgrade facilities.

182 x x $6.00/day for hiking should be enough. Maybe the camping fees should be increased.

183 x The fees should be rounded up to the next highest even dollar, i.e. ($7.00 should be $10.00, etc.). The 

contact entrance stations and Nature centers should encourage with signage that credit-debit cards are 

preferred over cash much like national parks do.

184 x Stupid...stupid   Hit one star and 3 light up faintly, one left white Impossible!!!!!!

185 x Number 7 should definitely be free 

186 x If you upgrade the facilities, add nice children playgrounds, add full hookup camping spots, increase the 

number of camping spots at all parks you could add additional fees to intice people to visit and and increase 

the number of visitors. 

187 x x If the fees are increased some money should be used to pick up dog and horse poop.  It's not fun dodging 

piles all the time while hiking.  Also people that don't clean up after there dogs should be fined. 



188 x I am a Canadian Snowbird and enjoy the use of the parks but find having to pay each time we want to do a 

short hike is costly for us when considering currency exchange rates. We hope that entrance costs do not 

increase so that seniors can also enjoy the use of your beautiful parks. Provincial parks in BC do not charge 

for day use. 

189 x I agree in supporting operations, maintenance and etc. I feel like necessary expenses are already being 

passed and funds used in other ways than stated intentions. aggravating. 

190 x Nope 

191 x I'm not sure if you have volunteers but it would keep maintenance costs down if volunteers did some of the 

work.

192 x Fees rising to keep up with inflation is one thing. Increases beyond that should be reflected in the facilities, 

and trail maintenance.  

Let's have the County pay more as well. Trim some fat from the politics. 

193 x In considering an increase to fees, please look at which group (camping, day use, etc.) creates the most 

maintenance. Camping fees should have a slightly larger %increase to keep Day use fees lower and 

encourage park use by all.

194 x With no 'skin in the game' (fees) users tend abuse the parks.  

195 x Would prefer to see a higher fee for use of recreational vehicles and boats that pollute the atmosphere as 

opposed to paddleboats, kayaks, etc. to encourage their use instead.

196 x If you keep raising prices and none of us will be able to use our nature areas!  I must pay for Tonto passes 

just to walk outdoors, yet use no services!

197 x x I agree with keeping day use and annual fees down, and slightly increasing special use fees, like for 

camping and equestrian use.

198 x Possibly have resident requirements.  Full time residents vs snow birds who do not consider this their 

primary home.

199 x Hot Springs entrance gate needs to be manned for longer hours. Think outside box to add additional income 

within the lake. Change perception from Lake Unpleasant to Lake Pleasant for our fisherman and woman. 

200 x As a non-frequent user of the parks, I wouldn't mind paying a little more to ensure that the parks are being 

maintained. I support the use of the outdoor spaces and understand that in order for things to run smoothly, 

we must help out where we can. Thank you for all you do! 

201 x Parks need to be maintained, but fees keep out people who cannot afford them and parks should be for 

everyone. You should have discounts for seniors, students, families with children, etc.

202 x The amount of trash left by residents at the lakes, especially after holidays is sad and disturbing. I 

understand resources are tight and the cleanup of the excessive amount of trash can be taxing to the 

department.  Something should be done to address this issue if possible.  Maybe more signage, the 

attendant making a statement about cleaning up after yourself, a notice with the pay stub, patrols, etc. may 

be of use.  Keep up the good work, the parks are enjoyed by many. 

Thank you 

203 x x Increase our use of Maricopa Regional Parks according to the cost of living index. Maricopa County should 

be paying for all of the repairs and replacements needed, and people using these parks could help pay for 

maintaining the parks once all is updated and replaced to make the parks worthy of people use. Six month 

pass great idea. 

204 x I believe the Maricopa County Parks and Recreation Department should pursue establishing an increase in 

the funding currently received from the Maricopa General Fund. Maricopa County parks are very important to 

the health of the county overall and should be receiving much more budget funding from the Maricopa 

General Fund than only 10%. Park fees should be kept at an absolute minimum cost to prevent discouraging 

residents from enjoying the benefits of park visitation. 

205 x I believe in a strong park system and we need to support it proudly!



206 x I'm not worried about an increase, so long as it is not extensive. My largest concern is when parks like Cave 

Creek only offer $30 fully-developed RV spaces, but no $12 dollar tent disburssed semi-developed camping 

spaces. Tent campers are having to pay a huge fee, even though they are not likely using much, if any, of 

the utility services they are being forced to pay for.  

Any park that offers RV camping should also offer disburssed camping. Furthermore, places like McDowell 

Mountain have both, yet the chosen sites are by far unequal in both upkeep and views offered. It feels there 

is a favoritism of those who are wealthy enough or elite enough to own RVs, versus lower middle class 

families who can only camp by tent. If I'm to pay higher fees, I should be offered a chance to camp in 

partially developed disbursed camping sites at any park that offers fully developed RV hookups; otherwise, 

Maricopa County Parks are clearly trying to exclude those whose incomes or interests do not coincide wth 

the RV lifestyle. 

207 x I am a strong proponent of - much of that which citizens have access to including roads & parks - should be 

taxpayer provided user supported.  

 

As such - very little is being supported properly - by the users. 

208 x x Despite being involved in multiple gatherings at the Maricopa County Regional Parks, I cannot justify 

purchasing an annual pass, nor can I understand the value in paying $6 for parking in the middle of a desert. 

These fees must be enabling some wonderful situation for someone, but I'm not enthusiastic to be part of the 

group that's financing it without benefit. If this survey is intended to justify raising those fees further, consider 

this response a resounding vote for 'no.'

209 x I think non members should pay more.  Also north and south ramps should be bigger,more lights, more 

docking. Also people should not be allowed to park a vehicle without a trailer by north ramp

210 x I currently purchase a Maricopa County Parks & Recreation Pass and it is well worth the money. :-)

211 x x x My boys and I enjoy the parks and taking our dog. We also appreciate the seasonal and special activities put 

on by the parks. Perhaps an additional fee to participate in these activities would help with revenue. I agree 

entrance should remain low so everyone may enjoy the natural beauty of the parks. 

212 x None

213 x x The Maricopa County Supervisors should allocate more funds to the Parks Department than they currently 

do. Fees alone will not pay for repairs or replacements to decades old facilities.   

 

Visitors should also expect to pay appropriate fees for the services they receive - the current fees are a 

bargain and I would pay higher fees. 

214 x x I understand the need for a fee increase (the money and support has to come from somewhere/someone), 

but please only increase $5-10!  Also have a student/teacher discount!

215 x x x Please do not increase camping fees, we live locally and enjoy camping in our rv in local parks. Also, if group 

camping fees go up, the camping club we are in (retirees) might have an issue.  

An idea: Leave camping fees as is or give a discount if we possess an annual pass. Its only fair to local 

residents since we already pay for that, it should apply to camping as well.  

Thank you for asking our opinions.

216 x Thank you.

217 x x I love our parks and the programs they offer.  I get an annual pass every year and am thankful for a place to 

escape the daily grind and get into nature. I understand that an increase may be necessary and will take it in 

stride. 

218 x I understand that with inflation, operation costs go up. But too much of a jump will make people go to free 

areas such as South Mountain and Browns Ranch.

219 x This survey response icons are confusing.  All the icons are colored green once you responded so how do 

you know what I clicked on as my response.  For example #7 I clicked on strongly agree and all 4 stars 

turned green, so what answer will be scored?

220 x User fees too frequently turn into a barrier that makes parks the province of the wealthy.  County parks which 

are proximate to urban areas need to be particularly sensitive to fees that gate the less fortunate out.  It is 

strongly preferable to me that parks be fully funded through the budget using taxpayer dollars, and entrance 

fees kept minimal or free.

221 x I cannot complete this survey-as it won't allow my input correctly!



222 x We're from out of state. We only use the parks for camping and Recreation during the winter time. A 

reasonable increase in camping fees sounds okay to us.

223 x  a discount pass for occasional users, pre purchase 5 or 10 pack with no expiration

224 x Your survey is not allowing me to respond with pushing one answer. When I push one answer the adjacent 

answer also is highlight. If you fix this problem I can take your survey. Thank You! 

225 x Concerned that 6 mo pass would decrease the number of annual passes sold and a decrease in revenue.  

Adjust fees to correspond to the associated expenses with certain activities such that if certain activities cost 

more to make available, charge more for those.  

226 x As a winter visitor, I only use the park about six months of the year but would certainly consider a six month 

pass if it encompassed those months.  I always enjoy Ranger B at User Park.

227 x x Increase fees for out of state visitors who completely overtake the camping areas in the winter.

228 x Would not buy  LONG TERM PASS ONLY BECAUSE WE LIVE IN IOWA AND ARE ONLY IN MESA A 

COUPLE TIMES A YEAR FOR A WEEK AT A TIME BUT LOVE THE PARK AND ARE HAPPY TO PAY A 

FEE TO USE IT. 

229 x x Camping fees are too high now. Campers who are on a fixed income and want to camp at the Maricopa 

Parks are limited on the times and length of stay. A price break for senior citizens would help us who are in 

that category. I would camp more if the fees were lower. Phoenix has many great areas to camp, make them 

more in the budget for more campers. 

230 x I appreciate all that is done to keep things clean and usable. I don't love that I have to pay to hike but for the 

use of the area it is worth it. I'm at the park on average e days a week so it is worth it for me. Thanks to all 

those that make it work!

231 x 6 month pass is a great idea because the summers are just to hot to be out hiking in the desert.   Thank you

232 x I pay an extra $2 every time I go shoot archery and yet the targets always seem to be the same old broken 

ones that don't stop arrows. Arrows cost $20 a piece and every time one passes through a target it is ruined. 

The $8 parking fee that archers pay should all go to the targets, not just the $2, we are not impacting any 

other part of the park and it is wrong to use our money to pay for other parts. Quit building such extravagant 

structures throughout the rest of the park, that is a poor use of our funds and put the money we pay into the 

facilities we use.

233 x Recreation areas are very important.  User fees should cover costs of operation to the extent possible but 

these areas should be funded and kept open even if user fees do not cover  the total costs of operation.  

234 x Do what you gotta do to keep the parks up and running.

235 x We love hiking

236 x The cost of using these parks should come down in price, therefore selling more of them and getting more 

people into the parks. We purchased one in the past and found that we didn't use it enough to justify its cost. 

When we had a pass we used the park sometimes and when we don't have a pass we never use the park.

237 x x I would not be discouraged from using the parks by a small fee increase. However, I worry that increasing 

the fees might discourage use by other users woo don't have the same financial means. I would be willing to 

pay more if there could also be a program to subsidize passes for low income households. 

238 x If it would cost more I would be more apt to not using your facilities, if you are going to increase the fee you 

need to have better facilities. If you look at other parks around the country you will notice you will rank in the 

bottom. You need to update your facilities to have more amenities. 

239 x x I understand costs to maintain the parks are increasing like everything else.  However, I still think we should 

maintain the parks at a low rate to encourage use.  I don't think an annual pass other than motor vehicle 

entry would be purchased.  I am ok with a raise depending on how much the increase would be.  I think a 

seasonal pass is a great idea.  

240 x These are Gods natural wonders and to capitalize on their use is wrong.

241 x none

242 x Parks are a major asset in the county and are managed very well.

243 x x x Charging extra for classes and lowering the Walk in fee. Most hiking mountains in our state do not charge. 

Also, encourage volunteering by maybe offering discounted annual/seasonal passes..



244 x How about putting up signs at ALL parks with emergency contacts for the people not playing by the rules? 

245 N/A

246 x If not available already P&R might consider a discounted rate for military and retirees. This might increase 

sales of seasonal passes. Promotions through military liaisons would help get the word out. While serving, I 

do not recall any promotion of the parks by or through Luke AFB. 

247 x People have very few things they enjoy any more. Because everything costs so much. The average person 

that would love to go  camping in the parks can not afford your fees now. Do not raise your fees to the public. 

You all absorb them. Let something be free. We are all smothering and depressed. Can't you see and hear 

that..

248 x #7 unclear

249 x It's too much already 

250 x None 

251 x Fee increases should not only represent increasing costs but an increased value. Cleaner bathrooms, better 

trail markers, maybe group hikes to introduce people to hiking. 

252 x Maricopa County needs to explore how Minnesota's Three Rivers Park District manages things.  We have 

the most screwed up park system here in Arizona.  These are lands that should be enjoyed by everyone that 

lives around this area and together as a people should pay for it.  All of these fees here and there will keep 

people away.  I am a mountain biker/hiker and I promise you, I will 1) Go somewhere else or 2) Find a way in 

without paying.  I guarantee I wouldn't be the only one.  There is no way in hell I would pay a bike or walk 

fee!  What the hell is it even paying for?!  Almost all of the trail maintenance is done by us volunteers 

anyway.  If I pay those fees, somebody else better bust their ass to make the trail system perfect because at 

that point, we are paying for a service and right now, I still don't feel like it's being done even with my $80+ 

annual pass (and everyone else's).  Do something real with our money, don't just nickle and dime us.  This 

topic drives me wild and it seems like there are a bunch of monkeys behind the scenes that don't know what 

they are doing.  

253 x I would support a stick on the windshield annual pass.  It would be great advertising that I supported Parks.

254 x I do not mind fees. But with an increase, anything more than a tiny one, must come something for the visitor. 

Better bathrooms. More trash cans. Improved signs. Something you can point to for value. Let it be a win-win

255 x I love our regional parks. You all do such a great job! Thank you for the lifesaving benefits I have obtained 

from your hard work.

256 x x We love Maricopa parks! If the system is over taxed, adding two more parks is probably not a good idea. 

257 x I would urge you to consider a sliding fee scale based on income. This would make the park affordable for 

more county residents.

258 x This survey is messed up. I am trying to choose the last two choices but all choices light up. Someone needs 

to fix this. Any data you get from this cannot be good.  

 

1- strongly disagree 

2- strongly agree 

3- disagree 

4- disagree 

5- strongly agree 

6- disagree 

7- strongly agree

259 x Increases should be in small increments and not every year

260 x Our Arizona government agencies have more than enough money to cover our parks, etc.  It is the lack of 

direction in management, for the upkeep and scheduled maintenance. Employees should be working & 

reporting sites overall appearance & functioning. They also should be appreciating their good jobs, work hard 

and not milk the clock, Bosses, pay attention!  I have many first hand accounts from our good AZ jobs - 

many people aren't working hard enough for you.  I've been in AZ since 1960 & have been working for 47 

years.  I'm a self employed woman w/a very physically taxing job, but I love the end result, every time.  We 

need to talk, I'd love to work for the parks.  602.275.8846 or 602.448.5225  Kathleen A. Brown



261 x x I have purchased Maricopa County Park annual passes in the past, but I can't afford to anymore. It would be 

very nice if they had free days several times a year or if they participated in the free passes program that 

some of the area libraries make available. 

262 x x Annual passes and entrance fees should be kept at a minimum, it's tough to use nature (hikes, bikes) when 

it's expensive 

263 x x I already have an annual pass so would not be interested in the other pass options. The annual pass should 

have been included in the survey questions. 

264 x This appears to be a financial survey. Having volunteered in your park system I have noticed that many 

people circumvent the entry fee by coming in when there is no one manning the fee booths (skipping or 

putting empty envelopes in the iron ranger). Also noticed at White Tank that people park in the library lot and 

then slip into the park. Maybe some effort should be made to collect these fees that slip through the cracks 

before raising entrance fees. 

265 x We love Maricopa parks and believe in supporting them

266 x ..raise the various user fees to insure that park growth in terms of quality of existing parks and new parks 

being opened up is perpetuated..

267 x I am a current annual pass holder and would hate to see the price go up.

268 x I was just thinking I would got to the parks more if the anual Pass was cheaper and now heard they are 

looking to increase it? It makes no sense since currently I would have to visit more than once a month to 

make it worth it buying it. $80 is already too much. 

269 x x I love Maricopa County Parks! They are beautiful, well-maintained and safe. I have been an annual pass 

holder for years and am happy to contribute toward keeping the parks accessible and maintained. Keep up 

the great work!

270 x The current annual pass fee is fair. It shouldn't increase greatly. 

271 x None

272 x There should be discounts for low income families.  If your child is on free or reduced lunch, these families 

use these resources at a disportional rate.  All kids need to be outside more!

273 x I'm an annual pass holder. I greatly appreciate the parks and understand a periodic fee increase is 

necessary.  I hope the increases can be kept to a minimum. 

274 x Don't raise the rates.  The current rate is already high considering I have to pay to come in for scorpion 

hunting programs, an hour to eat lunch with a view and for an hour or two of walking around.  

275 x x Would be nice to have something for annual pass holders to skip the longer lines on the weekends. Also, 

something for those that bike in would be nice instead of waiting behind cars. 

276 x x The daily use fees should be increased as it is the people who shore camp and visit the lake on an 

occasional basis that cause the negative impact on the parks.... leaving trash and waste on the shorelines.  

Mus use and destructive type behavior to the facilities and trails. The annual park members as a whole work 

to clean, and help maintain a clean and useable park for the future.  Charging more for tha annual pass is a 

slap in the face to those who care and lessen the negative impact on the parks use.  Essentially paying x2 

for the use and care of the park.  Charge the offenders, not the defenders

277 x x City parks don't charge for use.   County parks uses more volunteers to help in the county parks, so fees 

should not be raised

278 x Make the park accessible to all. Fee increases affect those less well off in a disproportionate manner. Any 

increase in price should be limited

279 x I appreciate all the parks, especially South Mountain, where I cycle sometimes.  We all need parks!

280 x x x An increase in the current annual fees would be acceptable if the pass included either a few days of camping 

were included or a discount on camping fees.

281 x We used to live in Scottsdale and routinely accessed the park through the trailheads without a fee. We still 

use those access points and then often have lunch in Scottsdale. For us at least, fee's to enter the park have 

moved our expenditures to Scottsdale instead of Fountain Hills where we live.



282 x x x I am an annual pass holder and am in a park almost every week (usually white tanks)....I think it's a great 

value but would understand a (slight) price increase.  I do think the seasonal passes are a good idea (my 

parents are snowbirds like many others around here and would benefit from that option). We are als lucky 

that the guy at the white tanks gate understands we want to be out there as early as possible in the summer 

so he'll get there at 5am to accommodate us, but would it be possible to change the hours for July & August 

(especially if our fees increase) 

Thank you for all you do for us though!

283 x Everything in the Phoenix area is so expensive for families. I'd like to keep outdoor activities to a minimal 

cost in order to be able to afford them. 

284 x Prices are too high already. Keep the same or decrease.

285 x x Another increase?  The park price for camping is getting to be more like an RV park without all the 

amenities.  And how much of an increase for annual pass?  

286 x I love the parks!

287 x x Fees & admissions were recently increased. Need to see more justification for why the fees need to be 

increased at this time. All County Parks should be included on the annual pass. Lake Pleasant should be 

included in the annual park pass. There is no place to mark no opinion for those who do not use alternate 

forms of transportation (bike, horse).

288 x x x I love the park. Definitely get my money's  worth each year from my pass. The trails are beautifully 

maintained, streets and public bathroom facilities are alway clean. This takes staff, which clearly takes 

money. I for one am not against a rate hike but it must be kept within reason or you will discourage new 

customers who haven't seen the beauty of the park and what it takes to maintain it.  

Perhaps allow a weeks free pass to 'hook' people ;) because I am! 

Thank you for all your hard work!  

It doesn't go unnoticed and I appreciate it! 

289 x Thank you 

290 x I currently have an annual pass.

291 x Fees may need to be increased to address the needs of maintaining the parks. This is definately worth it!

292 x Na

293 x x I understand this predicament, our parks are a valuable asset to this valley and need funding. However, I am 

a senior on a very fixed income and would be deterred from visiting if the increases were too high. This is a 

very wealthy area and county, the parks need to be funded by the county.

294 x I think there should be a shared responsibility of fees from both the county/taxpayers for doing the right thing 

in preserving special areas for flora and fauna since we take so much habitat away building houses and 

shopping centers. Seems only fair and appropriate for all of us to share responsibility and share the land 

from the flora and fauna we're taking most of the land away from. 

 

And then a mix of fees from use seems fair to round out the rest of the income needed.

295 x I think funding for parks should come from both the county and fees. 

296 x Do NOT think camping prices should be increased. National parks are over used and people should be 

encouraged to use state/regional parks more. Camping prices already seem high and raising them would 

just discourage use and discourage people from getting out with their families.

297 x I had an annual pass but it didn't make sense during the hot months. I would love a 6 month pass!

298 x x If we pay more, we would like to see fish cleaning and fresh water boat wash at launches.

299 x Given the option of increased prices versus less services, I believe increased prices is the only reasonable 

choice.

300 x Much of us seniors spend months at the campgrounds during winter months. If the fees increase I for one 

will go elsewhere. With only water and electric provided for $30 A day it is not worth more. Private 

campgrounds are not much more and with full hookups.

301 x Something is wrong with the survey....all the stars turn green

302 x Not everyone can afford the costs.  Will you have discounts for Elderly and disabled?



303 x I love the parks and agree that increased user fees are occasionally necessary.

304 x Keep up the great work on the trails!!!!

305 x Really Nothing in the Far West Valley for citizens to use other than Parks. 

306 x I have additional annual passes for my teenage kids and my spouse. While I would support an increase in 

the first additional pass, it would be difficult for me to support and increase for the 3 additional passes that I 

pay for 

307 x Senior citizens are usually on a fixed income and this should be taken into consideration.

308 x x Annual pass is a little pricey @$85 or a 14 visit breakeven @$6/visit.  I feel like I go a lot to McDowells but 

14 times/year is not feasible as it is more than once a month. you have to compete with Scottsdale and 

Phoenix free parks. I currently use the discount coupons at $4.50/visit which is a good deal.  I think that 

bumping ride-in from $2 to $3 would not decrease usage. 

309 x This is expensive already for Senior citizens.

310 x x I like the current annual pass. See no need for a 6 month pass.  Would be nice to have the ability to have 2 

users sign the annual pass card much like the national parks.  Also it makes no since that I can drive my car 

into the park with 4 other people and their bikes and use my annual pass to get us all in but if we ride our 

bikes into the park we all must use a separate pass or pay, the pass should cover a certain number of users.  

And lastly I do use San Tan but Pima county needs to share more of that cost.  PS: you need a campaign to 

get dog owners to quit leaving their poop bags on the trails, we’d be better off if they left the poop out to 

decay. 

311 x I would like to get a seasonal pass as we don't hike in the summer

312 x none

313 x Widen the roads to allow runner and bike traffic to safely coexist with the cars please.

314 x Seasonal Pass is a GREAT idea!!! 

315 x x I visit the park once or twice between January and April. andwill pay whatever it cost to visit. Maybe charge 

us,  visitors not locals more.  

316 x x High fee just to drive in and spend a couple hours at a picnic seems unreasonable. However higher fees for 

camping and other events seems reasonable.

317 x I am a senior citizen, Maricopa resident and use the park in good weather.  I get a yearly pass, but it should 

be less due to the fact that it can not be used in the summer

318 x The annual pass price is already high when you compare it to the price of National Parks.

319 x Our natural areas should be open to use for all citizens, not only the wealthy. Unless there were major 

upgrades (facilities, trails, shelters, etc) I don't see a price increase being justifiable. 

320 x I'm happy to help support our parks. I also feel having a fee prevents them from getting so crowded that you 

can't enjoy them

321 x Don't raise the fees

322 x Please do not raise the camping fees $30.00 is high enough. 

323 x I am comfortable with fees increased to cover more of the costs

324 x x Non-resident snowbirds who take up all the camping areas all winter should pay double or more what a 

resident pays. As a resident, I can't even get a campsite for the entire winter, they are all reserved by 

snowbirds who don't pay taxes in Arizona like I do.



325 x With taxes on the rise all over the country, with little to be seen in the ways of city/state improvements, it's 

insulting to see that the already high costs of being able to walk, hike, bike or ride could be increasing. I and 

many, are excellent stewards to the natural environment...especially our parks. We care for the land. I pick 

up other's trash and have helped the parks stay a valuable commodity to the communities all over the great 

state of Arizona. What I don't see often, is a caring presence in the park workers, patrolling park rangers 

even general care and maintenence of many of our wonderful trails. Having said all of that, I get the feeling 

that my entrance fees and annual pass costs are being distributed to uncaring hands and tossed into the 

great black hole of frivolous government mismanagement and spending. My suggestion is to take the fees 

we already pay and allocate those funds better. A raise in costs, could absolutely prevent kids from learning 

about the value of conservation and the natural environment. A raise in costs could prevent an elderly 

person from accessing the parks and enjoying all they've grown up with. A raise in costs will place financial 

stresses to access what should be a reliever of stress. I do NOT agree with raising fees to access public 

land. It is land for the people, the citizens who contribute through taxation and our god given right to 

experience the earth as it was intended. We all run the risk of losing these lands if high costs keep people 

away. Keep our access fees where they are and spend those fees better. 

326 x There are many free use walking/hiking trails in the greater Phoenix area. I think raising the day use fees 

could be harmful in that people will chose to go elsewhere i.e. one of the free trails. It's a fine line. Perhaps 

look to the camping/special use fees first.

327 x The county parks are never going to be sustainable by entry fees alone.   And drastically raising them to do 

so will price people out of the market so to speak.  I'm personally willing to,pay whatever I need to co tinge 

use but am thinking of many others who may not be in that position.

328 x x Annual pass should have option to add shoreline camping or be able to add the difference instead of not 

being ablle to be used

329 x It is nice to keep fees reasonable to encouragemfamilies to use parks and to promote healthy lifestyles.  

Tourism is another reason to keep down the cost of using the parks.

330 x x I would be happy to pay more or pay for a 6 month pass, but the county should pitch in, too, since they 

benefit from revenue after costs. Rangers should get a raise, too.  

Have a great day!

331 x I have been buying the annual pass for Usery for 20 years and it went from $35 to $85 I think that is enough. 

also a lot of folks sneak in without paying

332 x Having a seasonal pass may only decrease revenue from those who purchased annual. If park entry by car 

is $6.00 and presume annual at $80 I would have to visit 14 times before savings.  Without knowledge of day 

use entry and passholders with valid passes each month, hard for me to guess what could benefit. I can't say 

I'd use it anymore if I had a season pass, but I calculate the cost and entry fee and decide which is 

economically feasible and what's practical for my use 

333 x With the rising costs of everything, the group that should be paying more, are the users who put more strain 

on park resources i.e.; campers, bikers, etc. not the occasional "day user," hiker, etc.

334 x San Tan us a low income area.  Keep fees low so that low income families can use it.  Nature is for all to 

enjoy not just higher income people.

335 x Re #2...primary funding should come from county augmented by sponsors and user fees.

336 x Parks provide benefits to entire communities. They also add value to those communities, cost should be 

shared by everyone.

337 x Fee for san tan mountain park is steep enough for a mediocre park.  

338 x None 

339 x x you should benchmark yourself against the Sonoran Preserve, volunteers make that work all flippin 800 of 

them stop looking at this like the county has to fund it when the neighbors want to help

340 x I feel a pet fee would be beneficial to the park, have those with dogs pay an additional fee since they seem 

to leave bags all over and don’t keep the dogs on leashes. 

341 x Senior pass would be beneficial

342 x Maricopa county should help  funding the parks as the parks provide a great benefit to the county by virtue of 

the spending of tourist dollars in the county.



343 x It is already hard for families to afford the camping fees!  To encourage anyone to enjoy the park & nature, it 

has to be affordable!

344 x I can barely afford the fees now. Lower income people and people with disabilities need the parks too! I'm a 

cancer survivor.

345 x x I am a year round resident, barely existing thru the summer. Winter comes, I want to camp in parks nearby 

but cannot, due to the influx of winter visitors. These often stay the full limit, move a space and repeat, 

hogging the park. There needs to be some priority given to us who live here and pay taxes!

346 x While I do not mind paying a fee to use the parks it is frustrating when I have to pay a full day fee when I am 

only coming to hike for an hour or so. I have considered the annual pass, but the cost to use ratio does not 

make it worth it. Perhaps the 6 month pass will solve that.

347 x Do not raise the fee or I will no longer visit your facility

348 x I would be interested in a combo pass(ie covers full access to one park of my choosing, and then discounted 

entry to the rest of the parks) since I use the park closest to my home most often. It would also be nice if 

there was an annual package that included a few camping passes to the lower volume locations, to 

encourage use other than everyone going to Lake Pleasant. 

349 x GOV. needs to hire fewer of their friends and relatives and use the resources they have more prudently. The 

very people that use the areas the most are the ones that can least afford it, as they don't belong to the 

country clubs or have second homes to escape to. Not that any one cares or actually reads these surveys. 

350 x I live in BC Canada, but utilize the parks when I come to AZ.  We kind of expect user fees to rise from time to 

time-- we are rewarded so much by the wilderness experiences and creatures.  Maricopa County can help, 

after all, the parks are for everyone, but they're stretched thin with so many other obligations.  thanks!

351 x We need more places to ride ATV's UTV's and dirt bikes.

352 x Are parks are very important but I don't know how you would be able to enforce this? People walk in and out 

who would stop these individuals from not paying the fee? Thank you very much

353 x I like the annual pass and I only use a picnic area.  Maybe specialized passes depending on use (equestrian 

or bike) could be assessed higher annual fees due to heavier use while increasing the annual pass 

minimally.

354 x x x I don't mind paying a larger entry fee to use the parks. I am an avid hiker & trail runner, so I am always at 

one park or another. I appreciate the convenience of a 6 month or yearly pass. I still believe the parks should 

receive some funding from the county budget.

355 x Na

356 x Na

357 x Many of the older adults on fixed incomes cannot afford to pay higher fees to enjoy what used to be publicly 

free access.

358 x I feel if entrance fee is increased you would have a decrease in frequent visitors. I personally would be one 

of them.

359 x Really consider #5.  With trying to make ends meet, hobbies and activity costs are the first cuts to a  family's 

budget.  Increase the fees and the number who visit will drop significantly.

360 x x While the majority of support should come from the 'users' in fees, Maricopa County should be responsible 

for 20% b/c parks are a draw for vacationers & tourists

361 x Last year, McDowell "upgraded" some of their trails. In my opinion, it was a costly effort to make the trails 

"accessible or easy" for the novice rider. I ride the park and Sonoran as well, and novices are far and few 

between. If, you were to utilize funds in a more appropriate manner, perhaps a fee increase would be 

warranted. BTW, the Sport Staging area, as fantastic as it is, just doesn't provide the distance of 35-60 mile 

rides I do 5 days a week. Use some funds to hire IMBA for trail building and maintenance, so the park will 

support a fee increase.

362 x Motor power boats should pay much more than sailboats or human-powered boats. Motor boaters 

consistently cause much more damage, and leave much more trash, than others.

363 x x We do not live in the area, so no interest/need for annual or semi-annual passes.  Please keep the fees 

reasonable for both locals and out of state visitors.  I would rather stay at your park than a commercial RV 

park when we visit our son.  We live in California and the state parks here are becoming more expensive 

than some rv parks, and many are in terrible shape.  We appreciate your well maintained parks and friendly 

staff.

364 x While I do not get to visit the parks very often, I very much enjoy them when I am able.



365 x x The park fees are appropriate now. An increase in fees will dissuade people from using it. Also, the park is 

perfect as is, natural and rural in a sea of city. Please keep the park as is, fees as is. I agree, if costs 

increase for managing what you do now then a small increase would be okay. But use of volunteers at 

McDowell- Sonoran park seems to go extremely well and the trail maintenance there is superior. I think doing  

different fee options is a good idea and I like the six month option. I'd add a three month as well.

366 x x My answers don't seem very helpful, but l would still use the parks if the fees are somewhat higher. The 

annual pass would be a great value, even with a price increase. Six-month pass might be ok if you find your 

6 months right.  

367 x Make Lake Pleasant an add on option, like it was before.

368 x A

369 x Close the visitor centers. Let the staff go. Make the parks free.  

 

Honestly, it is the desert. 

370 x x I appreciate all that the Usery staff and volunteers do to make Usery available to and enjoyable for everyone.   

The variety of programs and activities is wonderful.   (see you in November :D )

371 x Increasing funds will discourage many, including me and my husband as we are Seniors on a fixed budget.  

We will be unable to enjoy the parks if fees are increased.  Sad.

372 x I buy an annual pass to support the parks. If you raise the fee I will stop supporting the parks.

373 x We only use the regional park closest to us, but we do enjoy it in the cooler months.  We would love a six-

month pass option!

374 x I would not like a large fee increase. 

375 x This survey is very confusing and definitely doesn't ask questions in an open or understandable manner. Too 

vague and not enough relative to the vague questions

376 x I am already a yearly pass holder as I've been for probably 6-7 years now.  I only marked "no" for 6 month 

because I'm not sure how that would be marketed.  Of course, if you charge the $85 for only 6 months, I 

would completely disagree as that would be doubling the park pass.  I'd be comfortable for $100/year or so 

but beyond that, I just won't go.

377 x Thank you for all you do. Have a great day!

378 x x One week per month (Oct-Apr) I fly and almost exclusively use Usery. Aravaipa Trail Running group uses all 

Maricopa parks for our ultra trail races.  Folks, your parks are exquisite for running.  Your campgrounds are 

stunning.  And your seasonal hosts are excellent.  And full time staff are truly are committed to sharing the 

park's beauty.  I spend about close to 3000 in your parks  once camping and race fees are considered.  I 

consider Maricopa Parks an excellent VALUE. 

Thanks to all who have committed to their preservation. 

379 x The fees are necessary but also believe it should be partially funded through taxes. Either way, they are a 

beautiful precious resource. 

380 x Have not gone to parks since fees started

381 x Usery mountain park is in opinion the prettiest of all the parks. I purchase the book of passes.  It is the best 

value and they never expire

382 x It doesn't let me put my answers

383 x Camping fees at$30 / night are already too high for non-full hookup sites.  If you need additional camping 

revenue, build additional campsites (there is plenty of additional room in most parks).

384 x Born and Raised in the area.  Been using the lake my entire life.  I camp at Roadrunner at least 10 times a 

year and also take my boat out at least 10 times a year as well, and I think the costs are adequate and dont 

need to be increased.   But, I think they should ensure proper lighting near the boat ramps.  

385 x x Just for the record, my answer re: whether the county should fund the park, I can't imagine them funding all 

of it, but I would imagine that SOME should be coming to the park.  The rest by user fees.   

I love San Tan and Usery and am thankful for all the great programs they offer, especially the scorpion hunts 

and the full moon hikes!  



386 x x x I support a user fee for the parks but I think the County needs to cover some of the expenses for operating 

the parks.  I think too many folks use the parks for free when there is no one at the entry station and they 

don't put the fee in the envelopes provided.  I definitely like the idea of a 6 month pass and I have purchased 

the discounted book of entrance coupons which is a great option.  I love the parks, keep up the good work!

387 x Although I understand the need to supplement-fund our regional parks, the practice denies access for those 

on limited budgets. I am happy to pay a nominal entry fee where valuable amenities like restrooms, picnic 

sites and ranger-programs are available, but I wish there could be a free pass for anybody in need. Maybe 

make the entry fee an optional donation? Maybe ask users to contribute an extra $ to fund free passes? 

Kinda like what APS does on their bills to assist low income households.

388 x x Passes over priced, too many passes, state parks, county, city, national parks, you should all get together 

and have a single AZ pass! My observation is only a small number of people pay on weekends at McDowell, 

I’m tired of paying and having ten cars pass me and enter for free, seriously some parks are nothing more 

than a parking lot and tax placed at the entrance to a hiking location, specificily superstition mountain in the 

east valley,! 

389 x Keep camping rates as they are.

390 x Your buttons don't work. If all lit up - I picked the furthest one lit. 

391 x We're from Denver, but we love McDowell Mountain and Lake Pleasant. If the fees go up it will be difficult to 

visit.

392 x I hate that I have to pay $2 to ride my bike up the road and back out. It's not worth it for me to purchase the 

pass. If there was a pass for ride/walk in, I'd be interested in that. 

393 x We love Maricopa Regional Parks. Come from Co every spring to stay at one the them. Thx!!

394 x Do you ever ask patrons for donations, sometimes they would be willing to do the work for a plaque or 

something noteing the gifter. I love usery and know that the patronage their keeps them off the map.....it 

would be wonderful to do that at all our AZ parks!!!

395 x My opinion is neutral on the questions I didn't answer.

396 x Willing to pay more to help fund

397 x The county has to be a big part of the park fee structure,one of the main reasons tourist come to the country 

is to use the parks , which are A1 for Arizona and the US southwest.

398 x We use Lake Pleasant park a lot, and are very respectful of the area in that we take out, what we bring in.  

One way to increase revenue might be to fine those people who leave their garbage behind - we pick up 

other people's trash constantly.

399 x All parks should have the same fee structure. Drive in parks have $6 per car whereas walk in parks have $3 

per person. Needs to be clearly stated on website if they are different.

400 x maricopa county parks are greatest treasure of area. Educational programs for everyone, particularly young 

people, are invaluable, so next generations value parks

401 x I love Spur Cross and would like to see it remain accessible to all as long as possible. Add some additional 

hikes, talks, star gazing for a fee that could help offset expenses. Maricopa County should help defray 

maintenance expenses with tax revenue. 

402 x Increase the fees and use the money to improve parks.

403 x I don't have a clue where and what Maricopa County Parks are!!  If I see one, I might like to spend 10 

minutes looking at it to see what it is, without fear of getting cited for failing to display a permit.  (We are  long-

time full-yr residents.)

404 x I like the coupon books

405 x Thanks for all the programs the parks provide. We utilize Usury parks programs all the time. I understand the 

need to increase the fees but worry that by doing so you will push people away. Thanks again

406 x There should be a low-cost Senior annual or lifetime pass

407 x Daily fee's are already somewhat high.  If the fee increases much past the current $6 amount, I would 

choose to recreate elsewhere

408 x As much as I'd like to see a Gov't entity completely support parks, in AZ that probably will never happen. In 

order to keep parks accessible tho, how about sliding scale admission and pass fees, as well as discounts 

for students, seniors, etc.?



409 x It's ridiculous that only 10% of your money comes from tax dollars; I'd happily pay more in taxes to maintain 

our parks.  I don't mind paying more money for entrance fees, etc. but many people cannot afford these fees 

and you cut out a lot of people who could use our parks, etc.  

410 x I have an annual pass. It is a great value for me as a hiker and I will continue to purchase a pass to support 

our local parks.

411 x You ruined the waterfall trail in white tanks 

412 x :)

413 x x I live a couple miles up olive from the park and I stopped coming to the park. Feel free to raise prices. I am a 

tent camper and you priced me out a couple of years ago. I do not need electric and $30.00 to put up a tent 

shows you care more about rvs. 

I even was an annual pass holder for several years but this is not applied to camping fees either, so seeing 

as how I primarily want a place to go for a night and take a morning walk, I would find it cheaper to find a 

hotel or stay in my back yard. Like I said, you have already priced me out of coming. So I won't be. To bad as 

I could walk there in under 20 minutes.

414 x x *I think increases should be on additional passes, special events, entrance fees for boaters, and out-of-the-

ordinary revenue sources.  

*Some funding from Maricopa County might be appropriate, but only a small portion. Also, families rely on an 

inexpensive entrance fee to have budget-friendly, year-round activities (especially for families & individuals 

with lower incomes). 

*Actively seeking grants, trusts and other ongoing sources of benevolent funds would be a good idea. 

415 x I disagreed with questions 7 and 8 because no amount is given as an example.  As a Retiree with limited 

income, I would have to know what the price is before I would purchase, thanks,

416 x How about one yearly pass to include access to all parks including Lake Pleasant. I do some hiking and lots 

of kayaking. The way it is now I would have to pay for 2 separate passes. 

417 x A lot of snowbirds would go somewhere else if you increase fees 

418 x Small increases are acceptable but raising fees by more than 10% would cause me to consider using non-

fee based areas for hiking versus the parks.

419 x I did not remember  nor see here what fees are presently so chose to not answer Q #3

420 x Thank you for all you do! I love our county so parks!

421 x Think about a for fee parking sticker or pay for parking at local trails 

422 x What about senior discounts?

423 x Currently we purchase 2 passes for my husband & myself.  I don't use the parks as much as he does so the 

value of the pass for me is that we choose to support our park.  That being said, any significant increase in 

the second pass will make us choose not to purchase said pass.  Thanks.

424 x x I love the park system..especially the campgrounds.  I use to hike and bike but currently am not doing either.  

I hope to start up with both activities and will then buy an annual pass.  I support the park system and want to 

see it have all the necessary funding.

425 x x I love our regional parks and use them often. I definitely believe in supporting them through user fees, 

though believe that the county should also include additional funding to help keep these vital parks 

maintained. 

426 x The fees should be kept to a minimum to encourage use by families who continue to face more costs

427 x Services should be critically analyzed for continuation. Services not being used in a cost effective manner 

should be eliminated. Services should be analyzed based on cost per user, including overhead costs spread 

across the service base, and compared to other local (private) recreational opportunities to evaluate their 

cost effectiveness. Another option is to fund base operations such as administration, maintenance, and 

security funded from the taxpayer while discretionary services like classes, hikes, etc, are funded by users.

428 x I don't understand why some of the parks have such high dollar facilities with presumably high costs to 

operate

429 x I appreciate the Maricopa county parks that are available for recreation.



430 x Already hard to justify the steep entrance fee for Maricopa parks when there are so many free parks for 

hiking and biking. Raising prices may result in less overall revenue.

431 x I'm not for any increase in fees 

 

 

 

 

432 x Camping fees are higher than for AZ state parks and should not be increased

433 x We generally use the park by Fountain Hills and enjoy winter camping at that site.  It is always clean and 

quiet.  Keep up the good work.

434 x People that walk, bike or ride a horse to the park should not be charged for day use of the area. 

435 x I buy annual passes every year. That is what I will keep on doing.

436 x x I absolutely love Usery Park and visit regularly with my dog to enjoy all the hiking trails. The use fee is very 

reasonable and I appreciate that. I would be very interested in a six-month pass option. Thank you!


